App for Realizing the Concept of 21st Century Skills

Developed WITH TEACHERS,
FOR TEACHERS, for the sake
of LEARNING.

What Is LoiLoNote School?
LoiLoNote School is a powerful learning support multiplatform app designed for
classroom settings. It's a Cloud-based and LMS-enhanced collaboration, sharing

Interested in PILOTING
LoiLoNote School
in your school for FREE?

and production tool that is all about creativity. It helps a teacher foster 21st

Contact Patrycja Dyszy at
loilo@loilo.tv for more details.

Century Skills in students, while letting a breath of fresh air into the classroom.

How Is It Different to What You've Seen Until Now?
It's the all-in-one tool that lets you run a class all from within
this one app. Students don’ t have to switch between apps
to create a presentation or a video, go to the Internet, use
a map, draw, take a photo or video, share things, collaborate
or send you an assignment. Everything is here in LoiLoNote
School. Plus, it's Cloud-based and has a few cool features to
make the teacher's life easier, e.g. locking students' tablets!
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Benefits for Teachers:

LN School is the answer to the educators' puzzle of how to foster 21st Century Skills in Students.

Ask a question - give your
students a task and have them
submit it to you

Intuitiveness - Ln S is easy to
bring into the classroom

Materials Box - import
materials to Cloud and have
students access it wherever
they are

External Screen - connect to an
external screen with one tap of a
finger

Direct tunnels - share
contents in real time with all
students or individuals
Compare answers - use
comparing mode to contrast
students' answers
Engagement - students'
engagement and curiosity greatly improve

Lock Tunnels - block
communications between
students
Lock Screens - lock students'
tablets to draw their attention to
you
Studentsʼ List - check who is
logged in, who's using another
app or viewing another lesson

LoiLoNote School is MULTIPLATFORM!

Benefits for Students:
●
●

Improved logical and critical thinking skills
Enhanced ability to work in groups

●
●

Boosted creativity skills and ability to present in an organized way
Lessons are more enjoyable!

What Problems Does LoiLoNote School Solve?
No other complete all-in-one CLM, team work and production
tool for classroom on the market

LN School has it all!

The demand for fostering in students not only knowledge
but also real skills that will let them succeed in their
future life and career is increasing

LN School helps foster 21st century skills in kids!

Input and output of data to and from tablets is complicated
and time consuming

LN School is Cloud-based & multiplatform so it’ s easy
to transfer and access data from various platforms!

Many teachers oppose the switch to tablet-based education,
since they find creating new teaching materials problematic

LN School facilitates the incorporation of pre-existing
materials so the transition is smooth!

Lack of time for implementing software into classrooms

LN School is very intuitive, so it doesn't require
thorough on-site training!

No other app that can effectively facilitate team work and
information sharing in real time

LoiLoNote School solves the problems thanks to its
tunneling feature!

Flow of a Lesson:
Import teaching material to
the "Materials Box"

Have students work on
the task

Share it with students via
the "All" tunnel or via the
"Materials Box"

Explain about the material
you’ ve shared and what is
the students’ task

Have students submit their
answers via the "Teacher"
tunnel

Compare and contrast best
answers in the "Compare
Answers" mode

Confirm whether the
instructions were clear

Provide corrective
feedback to students

Powerful Creation Component
Students and teachers can create MULTIMEDIA PRESENTATIONS and
VIDEOS with the touch of a finger. They can work with PHOTOS, VIDEOS,
TEXT, WEB BROWSER, MAP, PDFs, DRAW and SHARE created contents in
REAL TIME. As for editing, it's possible to ANNOTATE, RECORD voice
comments, add BACKGROUND MUSIC and TRANSITION EFFECTS. Users
can create a slideshow or save everything as a video.

Used for:
Peer learning and team-work
Multimedia presentations
Project-based and investigative learning
Flipped classroom

For the latest info, visit:

Customized learning
Jigsaw classroom
Brainstorming & discussion
Digital storytelling

http://n.loilo.tv/en

For more information contact Patrycja Dyszy of LoiLo inc. at loilo@loilo.tv
tel: (+81) 45-228-9446, URL: http://loilo.tv

Video editing
Mind mapping and note taking
Creating timeline
Keeping a track of experiments
fb.me/loilonote.en
@LoiLoNote

*LoiLo inc., LoiLoScope and LoiLoNote are trademarks of LoiLo inc. Other company and product names may be trademarks of their respective owners.

